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GET INTO YOUR PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY

WHAT ever it is to think what are the essentials of an Institute man's training? There is surely need of more than a working

knowledge of Math, and Chem. and Applied. There is an import-
inent element that cannot be gained through such studies alone. This is the personal side of the training. That is a matter that the professional man cannot afford to neglect. However the main fault of an Institute man is his suspicion of anything that is not technical.

There is a professional society at the Institute for every course. The desire to be derived from membership is just that ins-

itute men are criticized for undervaluing a successful profes-
sional man is to have acquired a sense of the self that in

ternational games. Basket ball when once started will be popular here and probably of the leading branches of athletic sport. Nothing has been done with basket ball lately because there was no place to play. Now, however, that the Walker is open the men in the new dormitories have tried to get permission to have the game place to play. So far, however, they have been disappointed. We hope the basketball committee will take the step up and either give permission to have the game played in the Walker Memorial or suggest some substitute.

WHAT are the great many sports which are interested in starting up basketball at the Institute as recognized sport. The men in the Track team from the Institute's brilliant heavens. Be,

CLASS SPIRIT

TRICK, lack of class spirit at Technology is all. There are no try-

ing or preparing for the coming season. It is all for the fun of it. They are nearly equal and in the last term for assistant managers and numbers of captives and captured of virtue seem but fall and wood, great men arise at a crisis. All men will meet the Dartmouth Freshman Team. After the meet will be held. Circuits will also be held. Cups will be presented to the team which will win the over all championship for this year. The stand before us as a miserable hard or the form of a proclamation entitled corners of the earth. Vert sell the fiery furnaces seven poten-

FIRST Naval District Track Meet. There is an chamber of horrors, Runkle hall. There are severe men in the competi-
tion of good conduct. There are good men in the council for good conduct. These are the men that are interested in starting up basketball at the Institute as recognized sport. The men in the Track team from the Institute's brilliant heavens. Be,
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